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of sea water weighs three quarters of a ton), and

The two authors are associated with the Flori‐

impact information (pp. 1-70). In addition to the

da Institute of Technology in Melbourne. John M.
Williams is a research affiliate, who previously
served in the United States Army as a staff officer,
specializing in satellite and tropical meteorology.

high winds with flying debris, hurricanes spawn
tornadoes and bring torrential rainfall. Table 4
succinctly summarizes these data for quick refer‐
ence (pp. 88-100).

He also worked at the National Hurricane Center

The methods of identifying and classifying

in Coral Gables. Iver W. Duedall is professor of

hurricanes have changed over the years. Until

oceanography and environmental science, whose

1950, the date and/or place was the only identifi‐

research interests include chemical oceanogra‐

cation means. In the early 1950's, meteorologists

phy, pollution processes, and ocean management.

began to use the World War II phonetic alphabet:

The authors' purpose is to update their 1997
edition, providing a comprehensive chronological
guide to hurricanes between 1871 and 2001 while
standardizing 130 years of data as much as possi‐
ble. Florida hurricanes are natural phenomena
occurring between June and November, with the
greatest number of occurrences in September.
The text of the book provides the following data
(if known) for each hurricane: date, name, area
affected, peak sustained and gust winds, the size

"Able," "Baker," "Charlie," etc. along with the year.
Starting in 1953, it was women's names in alpha‐
betical order. In 1979, gender equality caught up
with meteorologists and masculine names were
alternated with the feminine. It is interesting how
we personalize or humanize certain forces which
we cannot control like "Mother Nature" and "Old
Man Winter." We speak of a volcano's "fury," but
no one has nicknamed earthquakes or droughts
yet.

of the radius of the circular storm, the minimum

Similarly, the way in which we record the rel‐

barometric pressure in inches, the maximum

ative strength of a hurricane has undergone

surge in feet (bearing in mind that one cubic yard

changes. At one point, a hurricane was simply
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"Great" or "Severe." Later, it was "Minor," "Mini‐

ages, transportation disruption, crop and farm an‐

mal," "Major," or "Extreme." Since 1975, public

imal losses, building damage, and ecological ruin

commentary has employed the Saffir/Simpson

(such as destruction of wildlife habitat or beach

Scale, Categories One through Five, each category

erosion). To that list could be added the costs of

representing a combination of ranges of baromet‐

insurance claims and losses to the "hospitality in‐

ric pressure, wind velocity, surge height, and de‐

dustry."

gree of damage. The public usually pays closest at‐

This book is an excellent introduction to the

tention to wind measured in miles per hour. Cate‐

topic for students in Florida schools. New arrivals

gory One hurricanes have winds between 74 and

from other states ought to have their own copies

95 mph; Category Two, 96-110; Three, 111-130;

of this essential reference. It is a corrective to per‐

Four, 131-155; Five, more than 155. Fortunately

ceptions that any particular past or future hurri‐

for human activity, there were only six Category

cane is the "most destructive" or has the "greatest

Five hurricanes in the Atlantic Basin in the twen‐

wind velocity." It is a model for future state or re‐

tieth century.

gional natural hazard handbooks.

This volume draws readers' attention to

Environmental historians examine the stage

record-setting Florida hurricanes. Allison had the

on which the actors in history play their roles and

earliest seasonal landfall (June 5, 1995). The latest

climate

was on November 30, 1925 in Tampa. Only two

important

million lives and created "Third World" poverty.

any hurricane in Florida and it was probably the

[2]

most destructive natural disaster in United States

Natural hazards do not fit neatly into the

history.

boundaries of a selected political jurisdiction and

The frequency of hurricanes appears to run

no book has enough pages to cover "everything."

in cycles. Between 1871 and 1900, Florida experi‐

Hurricane Eloise went as far north as Carrollton,

enced sixty-three hurricanes and tropical storms.

Georgia, my residence, in September 1975 as did

During the next thirty years, 1901-1930, there

Opal in October 1995 but descriptions of those

were forty-two. Then, between 1931 and 1960, the

two stopped at the state line, although there are

total rose again, to fifty-one. The total fell dramati‐

thirteen tracking charts after the text of the book.

cally to only twenty-five between 1961 and 1990.

As Williams and Duedall point out, the Caribbean

Most people were not expecting the onslaught of

area in general experienced over 400 hurricanes

twenty between 1991 and 2000 alone. In fact,

that we know of after 1492.[3] The impact of hur‐

1995-1999 had the most active consecutive hurri‐

ricanes in Cuba is not discussed in this book but it

cane seasons ever recorded in the Atlantic Basin.
well

the

resulted in holocausts which took at least thirty

pi, 1969). Andrew (1992) did the most damage of

could

of

and trade policies in the late nineteenth century

(Florida, 1935) and Hurricane Camille (Mississip‐

period

one

a combination of El Nino-based climate factors

ry 5 intensity: the Great Labor Day Hurricane

1991-2020

certainly

"props."[1] One recent writer, in fact, argues that

hurricanes hit the United States coast with Catego‐

The

is

has attracted the interest of two historians. Louis

resemble

Perez found that 1840s hurricanes ruined the

1871-1900 or 1931-1960 as a time of greater fre‐

Cuban coffee industry which, in turn, caused

quency of hurricanes following thirty year "lulls."

greater expansion of sugar monoculture. Hurri‐

Nearly half the population of Florida lives in

cane devastation also produced social tension.

costal zones most likely to bear the brunt of hurri‐

Slaves revolted more frequently, while all Cubans

canes. The impact ranges from the inconvenient

felt more antagonism toward the Spanish govern‐

to the catastrophic. This book notes electricity out‐

ment which resisted relief through tariff reduc‐
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tions.[4] Sherry Johnson is studying the impact of

reflect a higher degree of development more than

the 1770s hurricanes on Cuba. She has found that

stronger wind or poorer preparedness. One ap‐

storm damage made the Spanish government

pendix offers detailed practical advice for people

more dependent upon North American wheat and

who live in hurricane prone places, including

therefore more willing to support the North

preparation before and cautions during the emer‐

American struggle for independence from Britain.

gency. Another appendix consists of a convenient

Environmental historians could study the long-

glossary of weather forecasting terms.

term impact of Florida's hurricanes on that state's

Color plates from Doppler radar and satellite

society and economy.

photography document the 1992-2001 period.

Perhaps the authors could have explored

There is a list of relevant web sites. These may be

more of the emerging study of climatic telecon‐

updated by consulting the Natural Hazards Re‐

nections. They do mention the correlation be‐

search and Applications Information Center of the

tween West African weather and Cape Verde hur‐

University

ricane formation (pp. 2 and 69). With plentiful

www.colorado.edu/hazards>. There are two in‐

rainfall in West Africa, the frequency and intensi‐

dexes, one for named Florida hurricanes and an‐

ty of hurricanes increases. With drought, Saharan

other for subjects in general. The book concludes

dust in the atmosphere cools the ocean surface

with a bibliography.

which inhibits hurricane development. The au‐

of

Colorado,

Boulder:

<http://
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ing the fifty-one years of Florida hurricanes under
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hurricanes within the text transform the statistics
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